
CHAPTER  4 – MANGOES ROUND THE YEAR 

 

A. Fill in the blanks : 

1)    can be kept fresh by boiling it. Milk

2) can be kept fresh by keeping it in a dry open place. Onion 

3) Mamidi tandra is prepared from  mangoes. ripe

4) Pulp can be strained using muslin cloth to remove the . fibres

5) Fruits and vegetables in the home can be preserved by keeping 

them in the . fridge

6) Making jam is a way of preserving the fruits by adding . sugar

     

 

B. Tick ( ✔) the correct option : 

     1. In which season does the food get spoiled easily at a faster        

         rate? 

         a) Summer (✔ b) Winter )                              

         c) Monsoon                                   d) Spring 

 

    2. What appears on moist bread when it is kept for a few days? 

         a) Bacteria                                      b) Fungus  ( ✔) 

c) Virus                                           d) Algae          

 

     3. Which of these can be kept fresh by putting it in a bowl which is   

       kept in a container with some water? 

          a) Milk                                              b) Cooked rice ( ✔) 

          c) Green coriander                          d) Mangoes 



        4. How many weeks does it take to prepare Mamidi tandra? 

           a) 2                                                   b) 4 (✔) 

c) 8                                                   d) 6            

       5.Which of the following can be kept fresh by wrapping it in a 

           damp cloth? 

            a) Cooked rice                                   b) Green coriander (✔) 

c) Onion , garlic                                 d) All of these              

 

C. Answer the following questions : 

       1. How did Aman know that the potato sabji had got spoilt? 

   Ans 1. He came to know that the sabji had got spoilt from its  

              bad smell. 

2. Have you ever seen some food that has got spoilt? How         

           did you know that it was spoiled? 

   Ans 2. Yes , I have seen some food that has got spoilt. When a food  

              spoils, it smells bad and its colour also changes. 

3. Look in your kitchen and write down names of food that          

           a) can get spoilt in 2-3 days 

               Milk       bread       boiled rice 

b) can be kept for a week            

               Onion      potato        carrots 

c) would not spoil till one month           

               Rice         pulses          pickles 

  



4. Why was sugar and jaggery mixed into the mango pulp and           

             dried in the sun? 

      Ans 4. To make mamidi tandra (aam papad). 

 

5. Why did Appa first choose the most ripe mangoes to be used           

            for making mamidi tandra? 

      Ans 5. Appa chose the most ripe mangoes because it had more  

                  juice and less fibres. 

 

6. How did the brothers make the mamidi tandra? Write down         

           step by step what they did for this? 

       Ans 6. The steps are as follows: 

             a) The brothers bought mat of palm leaves, string made of 

                palm leaves, string made of coconut husk, sugar,  

               jaggery  and  casuarina’s  poles .  

             b) They made a platform using casuarina’s poles and mat. 

             c) They took pulps of ripe mangoes and strained it through  

                fine muslin cloth to remove the fibres from it. 

             d) Then jaggery and sugar were added in equal amount to the   

                strained pulp and mixed well. 

             e) A thin layer of pulp was poured on the mat and left to dry. 

             f) It was later covered with a saree to prevent dust. 

             g) Layer after layer was added to make it thick and after four  

                 weeks a golden cake of mamidi tandra was ready. 

 

7. Glass jars and bottles are dried well in the sun before filling        

            them with pickles. Why is this done? Do you remember what 

            happened to the bread in the experiment? 

     Ans 7. Yes , I remember the bread had got spoilt. Glass jars and 

               bottles are dried well in the sun because if any moisture is  



               left in the jars then fungus can be formed easily and the  

               pickles get spoiled. 

 

 

ACTIVITY 
 

Make any type of pickle with the help of your parents 

and record the process and send the video to the 

teacher by 15/07/2020. 

 

( NOTE : Choose a simple recipe for making pickle .) 

         
                   

            

            

 

 

 

 

          

         

 

 

 


